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1 In the Event of Fire – Emergency Contact 
Sheet 

To report a FIRE in or close to Wybalena Grove: 

• FIRST dial:  000 

• THEN contact the Community Fire Unit  
 
First try the Wybalena Grove CFU mobile on 0420 395 900. If that fails 

work down this contact list until you make direct contact with a CFU 
member: 

 

CFU Role Name Contact Details 

CFU Team Leader Tony Ashton Home: 62516 224 

Work:  6246 5219 

Mobile: 0414 551 015 

Communications Officers Eric Archer 

 

Konstantin Probst 

Home: 6161 1244 

Mobile: 0408 454 798 

Home: 6161 1244 

Mobile: 0412 776 479 

Deputy Team Leader Dick Roe Home: 6251 3488 

Deputy Team Leader vacant  

Deputy Team Leader vacant  

• THEN follow the procedures in your HOUSE HOLD FIRE PLAN   (see 

Appendix D) 

• CFU SAFE HOUSE – UNIT 82 

[KEEP THIS SHEET VISIBLE – eg. message board or fridge] 
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2 Purpose of the Community Fire Plan 

This Community Fire Plan describes how the Wybalena Grove community will 
prepare for and respond to a bushfire incident.  The plan is designed to meet 

the special needs of the Grove by: 

• Identifying risks specific to Wybalena Grove and mitigating actions 

• Considering the demographics and residents at risk within the Grove 

• Defining roles and responsibilities of the Executive Committee, CFU 
and individual households 

• Detailing tactics and actions for the CFU should an incident occur 

• Establishing a Communication and Information Plan 

• Outlining sources of information/educational sources for fire safety 

• Outlining next steps and outstanding tasks. 

This plan has been developed in consultation with Wybalena Grove residents 
and has also drawn on the following sources: 

Document Author 

Templates: 

- Community Fire Plan 

- Household Fire Plan 

ACT Fire Brigade 

Rural Fire Control Manual ACT Bush Fire Council 

Previous Fire Hazard Reports for the Grove ACT Fire Brigade 

Wybalena Grove Executive 

Committee 

Wybalena Grove Site Maintenance and Fire 

Hazard Reduction Program 

Wybalena Grove Executive 

Committee 

Wybalena Grove Information Booklet Wybalena Grove Executive 

Committee 

Field Guide: fuel assessment and fire 

behaviour prediction in dry eucalypt forest.  

J. S. Gould et al. CSIRO, 

2007 
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2.1 How to Read this Plan 

The Community Fire Plan is divided into six main sections: 

1. Context: and specific risks facing Wybalena Grove 

2. Before Season: fire planning and checklists 

3. During Fire: activity and checklists 

4. Post fire: activity and checklist 

5. Outstanding tasks: required to fully implement the CFU within the 

Grove 

6. Appendices: including reference information and forms to 
complete. 
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3 Context and Risks facing Wybalena Grove 

Wybalena Grove is a town house development south-west of the junction of 
Bindubi and Lyttleton Crescent in Cook, ACT.  Risks facing the Grove can be 

characterised by the: 

• Weather conditions in the ACT region during the Bush Fire Danger 
Period 

• Specific geographic location and characteristics of Wybalena Grove 

• Demographics of the Wybalena Grove Community. 

3.1 Weather Conditions in the ACT Region during the 
Bush Fire Danger Period 

The Bush Fire Danger Period in the ACT generally runs from the beginning of 
November to the end of February.  In exceptional years, this period may 

extend two months either side of the normal fire season – starting as early 
as September and finishing as late as the end of April. 

Bureau of Meteorology wind data for Canberra Airport indicates that wind 

patterns in Canberra are generally similar from November to April, with 
northwest to west winds during the day and easterly winds during the 

evening.  Generally, the air is still overnight with the winds beginning to 
come from the northwest around 9am. These northwest winds typically reach 
a maximum from noon to 3pm but can still be strong at 6pm. 

In the evening (6pm onwards), the wind can change to an easterly direction; 
generally due east, but sometimes from the northeast.  Winds do 

occasionally come from the southeast, but this is generally after 9:00pm and 
occurs less frequently than “easterlies” and “north-easterlies”.  Less frequent 
again are winds from the south and southeast, with southwest least likely. 

Refer to Appendix E for more detail on Canberra wind patterns. 
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3.2 Wybalena Grove – Characteristics 

Wybalena Grove has the following characteristics: 

Block Size: 11.5 hectares 

(30 Acres) 

Natural Bushland throughout complex 

Housing Characteristics: 105 units 

Grouped into 5 clusters 

Most units adjoined in sets of two, three or four units 

Units range from 6.5 square one bedroom to 19.5 

square five bedroom split level townhouses 

Northern Boundary: Skirted by Lyttleton Crescent 

Suburb of Cook is opposite 

Single vehicle entrance point for the Grove 

Housing set back from the road 

Eastern Boundary: Skirted by Bindubi Street 

Suburb of Aranda is opposite 

Aranda Bushland to the south east 

Housing is concentrated towards north-east and south-

east, separated by a forest area and community 

facilities  

Southern Boundary: Fire break leading to Canberra Nature Park, with Cook 

Horse Paddocks (open grasslands) to the south-west 

Rural Lease and Glenlock Interchange further south 

Western Boundary: Open woodland area 

Suburb of Cook is opposite 

Mt Painter Nature reserve sits to the west of Cook, 

skirting the suburb to reach the south west corner of 

the Grove 

Village Green extends over half of western boundary 

with housing concentrated in south-western corner 

These characteristics can be seen in the following aerial photograph of 

Wybalena Grove. 
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 Aerial Photograph of Wybalena Grove 
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3.3 Risks for Wybalena Grove 

Based on the typical weather conditions during the Bush Fire Danger Period 

and Wybalena Grove’s characteristics, the following diagram shows three 
potential scenarios for a fire impacting on the Grove. 

 

 Scenario 1 

• Westerly or north westerly wind 

• Fire approaches from Mt Painter and skirts to the South of the suburb 
of Cook 

• Fire reaches the South West corner or Southern flank of Wybalena 
Grove, jumping the fire break 

• [A less likely variation on this scenario would be a Southerly wind 
pushing a fire up from Glenloch interchange, through the Cook Horse 

paddocks to reach the Southern Flank] 

• NOTE: Winds on leeward (Eastern side of Mt Painter) may be erratic 
and unpredictable in the event of fire. 

1 2 

3 
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 Scenario 2 

• Easterly or South-Easterly wind (cooler than the Westerly, more likely 
in the late afternoon/evening) 

• Fire approaches from Black Mountain, through Aranda Bushland 

• Fire reaches Bindubi Street and the South or South-Eastern flank of 
Wybalena Grove 

 Scenario 3 

Fire starts in Wybalena Grove bushland, due to: 

• Accidental/deliberate incident within the complex 

 Other Considerations 

In addition to the risks posed by the Grove’s natural bushland setting, the 
following issues need to be considered: 

• Single road entry and exit point to the complex: 

• Causing congestion for residents attempting to evacuate and 
for emergency vehicles arriving on the scene 

• Compounded by potential “sightseers”/non-residents 

• Relatively large number of older residents who may not be able to 
adequately prepare their properties, nor defend their property or life 

should they decide to stay 

• At this stage around 40 residents have participated in the CFU training, 
many from the same family units). 

3.4 Role of the CFU in the Wybalena Grove Community 

Given Wybalena Grove’s bushfire risk characteristics, the ACT Government 
has allocated two equipment trailers designated CFU-011 and CFU-035 for 
the dedicated Wybalena Grove Community Fire Unit. 

The role of the CFU is to provide additional support to the ACT Fire Brigade in 
the event of a bushfire threatening Wybalena Grove.  The CFU falls under the 

direct control of the ACT Fire Brigade and will operate in close coordination 

with ACT Fire Brigade units during a fire event. 

In addition to providing greater protection for the Wybalena Grove 

community, the CFU will, particularly when combined with other CFU’s in 
surrounding suburbs, enable ACT Fire Brigade resources to be more 

effectively leveraged – especially in the event of widespread bushfire activity 
across the ACT.
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The CFU’s fire fighting role is defensive in nature and focussed on property 

protection within Wybalena Grove.  The ACT Fire Brigade will be responsible 
for “front line” fire fighting and advance fire suppression. 

A “typical” deployment at Wybalena Grove would involve the CFU watching 
for spot fires, employing fire hydrants, hoses and portable pumps to wet 
down at-risk sections of the Grove, thereby enabling ACT Fire Brigade to 

focus on stopping the approaching fire at the front line. 

As at November 2008, about 40 residents have finished training and  CFU 

011/035  compromises about 20 equipped volunteer residents and associated 
fire fighting equipment.  The training, provided by the ACT Fire Brigade, is 
available to anyone and does not oblige the participant to join the CFU. The 

more fire-aware residents in Wybalena Grove the better so all residents are 
invited to attend the training. 

This training from the ACT Fire Brigade includes: 

• bushfire behaviour and fire weather 

• basic bushfire fighting theory and practice (including equipment 
operation) 

• basic first aid. 

Residents who complete the training can become active CFU members and 
are issued with Personal Protection Equipment, including purpose made fire 

fighting clothing and boots.  CFU members can be identified by clearly 
marked, blue fire fighting suits and yellow helmets. 

To maintain proficiency, the CFU will also practice regularly at the Grove 

leading up to, and during, the Bush Fire Danger Period. 

The CFU is not trained, nor authorised to: 

• Attend domestic house fires 

• Conduct fire fighting operations outside the immediate Wybalena 
Grove complex.  The ACT Fire Brigade has designated an “Operational 

Area” for the CFU, which is posted in the fire fighting trailer. 

It is also important to recognise that, under extreme fire weather conditions, 
it may be impossible for any fire suppression force to control the fire if it is 

established and burning in abundant fuels.  In addition, the capacity of the 
ACT Fire Brigade and CFU to protect Wybalena property will also partly 
depend on the number of residents who have elected to remain and actively 

defend their properties. 
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4 Preparation Before and During Fire Season 

Effective preparation prior to and during the fire risk season will maximise 
the Community’s ability to respond should a fire emergency arise.  Individual 

Households, the CFU and the Executive Committee each have responsibilities 
to ensure the Grove is as well prepared as possible. 

4.1 Actions for Individual Households 

To be prepared, each household should: 

• Create and maintain a Household Emergency Fire Plan (for an example 
template, please refer to Appendix D).   

• Complete questionnaire at Appendix B and return it to the 
Communications Officer at Unit 82 or Team Leader at Unit 61. 

• Advise family, friends and neighbors of plans 

• Have emergency contact details easily at hand (see Section 1) 

• Prepare property and immediate surrounds as per your Household 
Emergency Fire Plan (Appendix D).  Key activities include: 

• Limiting fuel build up by clearing away branches, dry/dead 
vegetation and rubbish from personal property.  Take 
advantage of the “Dead Wood” weeks/days that will be run 

by the Executive Committee, usually in early November  

• Ensuring firewood is not stacked close to property.  Isolate 
any other flammable items such as lawnmower fuels or gas 
bottles etc. to a safe area 

• Clearing undergrowth from fences and below windows 

• Removing branches overhanging the roof of the house 

• Where practicable, removing the (highly flammable) loose 
bark from trees on personal property 

• Ensuring there are hoses for all external taps and that these 

hoses will reach the corners of the property (brass fittings 
are ideal) 

• Ensuring there are internal tap fittings compatible with a 

garden hose (eg. Adaptor fittings for washing machine taps)  

• Closing in open eaves and spaces under the house 

• Ensuring you have enough batteries for use in torches and 
radios in the event of a power failure. 
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To enable effective communications in the event of fire, each household 
should also provide the following details to the CFU Communications Officer: 

• Contact name home and work phone numbers 

• An alternate address/numbers (if possible), if you plan to 
evacuate/relocate in the event of fire 

• Anything that may put the resident “At Risk” eg. Physical disability 
or language limitations 

• Any specific skills you may have that may be of use before, during 
or after a bushfire event. eg. St John’s Ambulance First Aid 
Certificate.  The CFU will use this information to build a Skills 

Register. 

This information will be treated with the strictest privacy and used only for 

the following purposes: 

• Communicating with Wybalena Grove residents during a fire 
emergency 

• Quickly identifying the location of high-risk residents. 

A template questionnaire is included in Appendix B. 

Residents should also take advantage of opportunities to increase their 

awareness of bushfire prevention and safety.  The ACT Fire Brigade runs 
regular training courses for ACT suburbs deemed to be at high risk.  These 
courses involve two theory sessions and one practical session, including the 

fundamentals of weather and fire behaviour, to preparing an effective 
household fire plan.  The CFU will advise of upcoming sessions through the 

Wybalena Grove newsletter. 

 Stay or Evacuate? 

When preparing a Household Emergency Fire Plan, one of the most important 

decisions to make, in advance, is whether to stay with the house or 
evacuate, in the event of bushfire threatening the grove.  This decision 
should be guided by your personal circumstances, including factors such as 

your health, desire/ability to deal with the stress of a fire event, presence of 

children, need to remove pets from the site and the extent of household 

preparation prior to the fire season.  Many residents have found that the ACT 
Fire Brigade training (described above) provided valuable insight and 

perspective, helping to inform their decision to stay or leave in advance of a 
fire. 

The ACT Fire Brigade provides the general advice that residents should not 

defer this decision until “the day” or wait “to see what happens”.  This is 
particularly relevant for Wybalena Grove, given a single entry/exit point, and 
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the potential for late or rushed evacuations to hamper emergency vehicles 
and put lives at risk. 

If you have decided to evacuate in the event of bushfire, then leave 
early. 

 What is the purpose of the Safe House? 

Unit 82  has been designated as the “Safe House” for Wybalena Grove.  The 
primary purpose of the Safe House is to provide a secure location for “At 

Risk” residents (age/mobility/language) who have not evacuated and are 
under threat.  The CFU will dedicate resources to protect the Safe House as 
fire approaches. 

If CFU members identify that an “At Risk” resident requires protection, the 
CFU will offer to escort him/her to the Safe House, assuming it is safe to do 

so. 

Residents should consider using the Safe House only as an option of last 
resort.  Residents should leave the Grove well in advance of a fire, or stay 

with their well prepared house, as dictated by their individual household fire 
plan. 

If you are caught at home unprepared and fire is close, resist the temptation 
to “make a dash” for the Safe House.  The ACT Fire Brigade advises that as 
the fire front approaches, you will generally be safer inside your house than 

outside.  This is because a house typically burns more slowly than 
surrounding vegetation, providing protection while the fire front passes.  If 

you leave the house you are more likely to be exposed to radiant heat - the 
most common cause of death during bushfire.  Remember also that visibility 

may be very poor due to smoke, making it difficult to locate the Safe House. 

4.2 Actions for the Community Fire Unit 

The CFU will conduct the following activities in preparation for, and during 
the bush fire season: 

Role  Responsibility 

Team Leader - Develop and maintain Community Fire Plan 

- Liaise with ACT Fire Brigade 

- Liaise with Wybalena Grove Executive Committee 

- Ensure CFU team maintains appropriate size and proficiency  

- Provide advice/assistance to community members as 

necessary 
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Role  Responsibility 

- Maintain proficiency in use of fire fighting equipment 

- Facilitate establishment of additional fire fighting 

infrastructure, as necessary (eg. New fixed fire fighting units) 

- Ensure fire hydrants are clearly marked, accessible and in 

working order 

Communications 

Officer 

- Maintain Communications Plan, including up to date contact 

listings, “communication trees” and demographic details 

- Maintain a skills register (skills relevant to the operation of the 

CFU. eg. Current First Aid Certificate) 

- Identify at risk residents 

- Maintain proficiency in use of fire fighting equipment 

- Providing advice/assistance to community members as 

necessary 

Deputies  - Be able to step into Team Lead or Communications roles as 

necessary 

- Maintain proficiency in use of fire fighting equipment 

- Liaise with Executive Committee and Territory and Municipal 

Services to ensure major fire hazards are reduced 

- Support fire education activities 

- Take leadership roles as necessary during training sessions 

- Ensure fire hydrants are clearly marked, accessible and in 

working order 

- Providing advice/assistance to community members as 

necessary 

Equipment 

Custodian 

Regularly check equipment is in order 

Maintain an inventory of equipment 

Liaise with ACT Fire Brigade as necessary to ensure equipment 

is in order 

Ensure the CFU Operations Log Book is maintained (after 

practice sessions etc.) 

Team Members - Maintain proficiency in use of fire fighting equipment 

- Providing advice/assistance to community members as 

necessary 

- Ensure fire hydrants are clearly marked, accessible and in 

working order 
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The CFU will also work directly with the Interface Land Manager from ACT 
Urban Parks and Places, to ensure high risk interface areas are managed: 

4.3 Actions for the Wybalena Grove Executive 
Committee 

The Executive Committee will do the following: 

• Develop and maintain the Site Maintenance and Fire Hazard Reduction 
Program.  This Program will outline the maintenance schedule for the 

public areas and common bushland 

• Ensure sufficient funding for the execution of the Site Maintenance and 
Fire Hazard Reduction Program 

• Support the maintenance of a current Residents Register to enable 
efficient communication in the event of a fire emergency. 
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5 As Fire Approaches 

5.1 Actions for Individual Households 

Residents should listen to local radio (666 AM) for information and Standard 

Emergency Warning Signals.  The CFU may contact residents with further 
information, in accordance with the Communications Plan. 

Residents should also activate their Household Emergency Fire Plan.  If you 

have decided to evacuate, prepare your home AND LEAVE EARLY.  This will 
help avoid congestion at the only entry/exit point to the Grove.  It will also 

reduce the risk of travelling on the road when visibility is poor. 

Home preparation activities will include: 

• Closing vents, windows and doors 

• Removing curtains 

• Blocking gaps from the inside with wet towels or draft stoppers 

• Moving furniture clear of windows 

• Blocking down pipes with rags or plugs and fill guttering with water 

• Filling the bath with water and leave buckets of water in strategic 
locations around the garden.  This will enable you (or the CFU) to put 

out spot fires should water pressure be running low. 

• Turning off the gas supply before evacuating your home 

If you have decided to stay to protect your home: 

• Take all the home preparation activities listed above 

• Ensure you are wearing appropriate clothing (natural fibres such as 
wools, not synthetics, appropriate fire-retardant footwear etc.) 

• Hose down gardens, mulch areas etc. 

• Watch for fire “spotting” in your immediate area.  Alert the ACT Fire 
Brigade/CFU to any spot fires – early warning and quick response 

greatly increases the chances of controlling spot fires. 

When the fire arrives: 

• Turn off the gas supply 

• Retreat inside from radiant heat, taking hoses and plastic tap fittings 
inside with you 

• Connect one hose to an internal fitting (most likely a washing machine 
tap) 

• Inspect the house regularly, especially the roof cavity, for spot fires. 
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5.2 Actions for the Community Fire Unit 

If Wybalena Grove is threatened by bushfire, the CFU will do the following: 

 Activate the CFU unit 

The CFU will be “Activated” in one of two ways: 

1. CFU is advised of a threat of fire by the ACT Fire Brigade’s CFU Liaison 

Officer. 

2. CFU may self-Activate, in which case it must first contact 000 and request 
fire brigade assistance. 

In either case, the ACT Fire Brigade Liaison Officer will communicate directly 

with the CFU Team Leader, or alternates, as outlined in the CFU 
Communications Plan. 

 Implement the Communication Plan 

The CFU Team Leader will then work with the Communications Officer to 
advise CFU members of Active status, using the agreed Communications 

Plan. 

 Deploy the CFU 

Once advised of Active status, CFU members will collect their PPE and go to 

the CFU trailer at the southern end of Wybalena Grove. 

CFU original trailer 

location and assembly 
point: 

 

Carpark 5, Cluster D 

(Opposite Unit 57, south-western end of complex) 

See Appendix C for map location 

Second trailer North of tennis courts 

See Appendix C for map location 
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Following a briefing from the CFU team leader and/or Deputies, the CFU will 
deploy. 

The deployment approach will be flexible, based on the specific 
circumstances on the day and considering the following: 

• Direction and proximity of the bushfire threat 

• Number of CFU members available on the day 

• Any specific directions from the ACT Fire Brigade.  The CFU will come 
under the command of the ACT Fire Brigade as their units arrive on 

site 

• Assistance needed by residents assessed as being “at risk” 

The following general deployment rules will apply: 

• The CFU will be able to deploy once six able-bodied CFU members 
arrive at the CFU meeting point 

• Resources will be allocated to protecting Wybalena Grove’s designated 
Refuge Point as a first priority 

Numbers permitting, the standard deployment configuration will be: 

Team Role No. of CFU members 

1 Deploy to and protect Safe House 2 

2 Deploy stand pipe #1, hoses/branches 5 

3 Deploy stand pipe #2, hoses/branches/petrol fire 

pump 

5 

4 Monitor for and respond immediately to spot fires, 

using portable backpacks. 

Provide “roving” support/backup/substitution as 

needed for other CFU members 

2-4 

Teams 2 and 3 would typically deploy to the fire hydrants in the area at 

greatest risk.  In the following example, fire is approaching the Grove from 
the South-West.  Both teams would deploy along the Southern border, then 

work towards the centre of the Grove, rotating back to the original starting 

point to repeat the wet down process or directly defend as the fire reaches 

the Southern flank. 

The swimming pool at Unit 54 can also be used to feed the portable fire 
pump. 
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Team 2 

Team 3 
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5 After the Fire Front has Passed 

5.1 Actions for Individual Households 

As the radiant heat subsides: 

• Implement any required first aid 

• Patrol for fire outbreaks inside and outside the unit 

• Check inside the roof for fire 

• Extinguish any fires in or around the house 

• Listen to ABC local radio (666 AM) for emergency updates 

• Contact family and friends. 

5.2 Actions for the Community Fire Unit 

After the fire front has passed, the CFU will: 

• Implement any required first aid 

• Patrol the area for re-ignitions, embers, burning logs etc and continue 
fire extinguishing for a 24 hour period after the fire (shifts will be 

required, depending on ACT Fire Brigade availability) 

• Check At-Risk residents and their units 

• Check the Safe House and inform residents when it is safe to return 
home 

• Liaise with ACT Fire Brigade Units and CFU Coordinator, restock 
equipment, conduct operational debriefs. 
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6 Continuing Tasks and Actions 
• CFU and Executive Committee to maintain a contact listing for 

Wybalena Grove.  This will include identification of at-risk residents. 

• Consider gathering mobile phone numbers of each resident to store in 

the CFU mobile phone. A text message could be sent simultaneously to 
these residents informing them of a threatening situation, provided 
they keep turn their mobile phone on during potential fire danger days. 

This however would require resources to be taken away from the 
activated CFU team so it will be lower in their list of priorities.  
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7 Appendix A: Communication Plan and 
Contact Listing 

 CFU Contact Tree  

The CFU contact tree is now based around our mobile phone (0420 395 900). 

This is usually kept by the Team leader but will be passed on to another CFU 
member if the Team Leader is away from Canberra during high fire danger 

periods. The phone has the stored numbers of active CFU members and text 
messages can be sent to all of them simultaneously. Text messages can be 
sent from the phone itself or from any internet-connected computer 

 

 Residents Register  

The maintenance of a Residents Register will be the responsibility of the 

Executive Committee. Once this register has been developed, it will be used 
to quickly identify those residents who have:  

• identified themselves as being at highest risk (language, physical)  

• skills that may be of use in the event of fire (eg. Bushfire Training, 
Medical skills).  
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8 Appendix B: Questionnaire Template 

WYBALENA GROVE COMMUNITY FIRE UNIT QUESTIONNAIRE   

  

PLEASE COPY THIS FORM AND COMPLETE A SEPARATE 
SHEET FOR EACH PERSON TO BE PART OF THE RESIDENTS 
CONTACT NETWORK  

  

  

A separate contact list will be maintained for members of the CFU.   

  

Please answer the first three questions Please circle 

1. Do you want to be part of the communications tree/ network to be 
activated in an emergency such as a fire? 

YES      NO 

2. Your name   

3. Wybalena Grove unit number   

  

If you answered yes to question 1 please continue 

If you answered no to question 1 please complete questions 2 
and 3 and take the actions set out in the final paragraph 

  

  

Contacting you   

4. Work phone    

5. Home phone   

6. Mobile phone   

7. Email address   

8. Other contact (eg coast house, rural property)   

  

Can you help?   

9. Have you completed the CFU training provided by the ACT Fire 
Brigade?   (If you complete CFU training at some future date please 
advise the Communications Officer on 6161 1244 so that accurate 
records can be maintained.) 

YES       NO 

10. In a fire or other emergency are you able to contact others in this 
network? 

YES       NO 

11. On a weekday are you normally at work or outside The Grove ? YES       NO 
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12. Do you have skills, eg a current St John's Ambulance First Aid 
Certificate, which may be useful in an emergency such as a fire  

  

  

Do you need help?   

13. Do you have any physical disability or infirmity? YES       NO 

14. If you answered yes to the previous question, in a fire or other 
emergency do you need assistance to evacuate or leave Wybalena 
Grove? 

YES       NO 

  

Privacy note   

Every endeavour will be made to keep confidential all the information 
you have provided.  The information will be released to other 
Wybalena Grove residents and to the ACT Fire Brigade on a strict 
need-to-know basis. 

  

  

If you answered YES to question 12, please sign this form as an 
agreement that you will keep confidential the names and contact 
details provided to you as part of the communication network. 

  

  

Signature:   

  

If there are any questions or problems in completing this 
questionnaire please contact Tony Ashton on 6251 6224 or the 
Communications Officers  on 6161 1244. 

  

  

When you have completed this form please place it in a sealed 
envelope and drop in the letterbox of unit 61.  This letterbox is in the 
bank to the immediate right (west) of the turning circle at the top 
(south) of Wybalena Grove. 
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9 Appendix C: Fire Hydrants & CFU Meeting Point  

 

[NOTE: Private roads maintained by Wybalena Grove residents are not shown on this map.] 

CFU Meeting Point 

CFU Safe House 
(Unit 82) 
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10 Appendix D: 

 
Household Pre Fire Plan 

 

Contact Details: 

 

Name:………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Address: …………………………………………………………………………………… 

Email: ……………………………………………………………………………………… 

Phone: ……………………………………………………………………………………... 

Mobile……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Evacuate/Relocate  Yes �            No         �       

 

Evacuation Address: ………………………………………………………………………… 

Phones: ………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Family / Household members 

 

Name: ……………………………………………………. Mobile:                                          

Name: ……………………………………………………. Mobile:                                          

Name: ……………………………………………………. Mobile:                                          

Name: ……………………………………………………. Mobile:                                          

Name: ……………………………………………………. Mobile:                                          
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Pre Fire Plan 
 

Landscaping / Fuel 

 Trees � Rubbish � Fences  �  Sheds  �       Grass  �  

House 

Windows  �  Roof  �  Gutters  �  Underfloor  �       Roofspace  �
  

 

Fire fighting equipment 

PPE  �  Torch  � Hoses  �  Gutter stops  �   Radio  �
  

Batteries  � Buckets  � Rakes  � Shovels  �  Ladder  �  

Drinking water  �  Towels  �  First aid  �  

 

Personal items 

 

Possessions  �  Documents  �  Mobile ph  � Medication  �  Insurance  � 
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Fire  
 

Helpers: 

Name: ……………………………………………………Mobile: ………………………. 

Name: ……………………………………………………Mobile: ………………………. 

Name: ……………………………………………………Mobile: ………………………. 

 

Pets �   Children  �  

Remove 

Portable fuel  �  Garden furniture  � Turn off gas  �  Doormats  �  

Close windows/ doors  �  Remove car from garage and face street  �    

Trash packs  �  Remove or open curtains �  

 

Fill water points 

Connect hoses  �  Wet down danger areas  �  Fill bath/ sinks  �  

Fill buckets / bins  �   Fill gutters �  

 

 

 

Post Fire 

 
Inform family members  �   Contact Insurance  �  

Check neighbours  �   Unblock gutters  �  

 

Check for embers for at least 6 hours 

 

Under floor �   Roof space  �   Sheds  �  Garden  � 
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Household Pre Fire Plan 

Explanatory Notes 

Pre fire 
 

Evacuate 
• If you intend to evacuate (re-locate) any members of the family, plan well ahead of time, where to 

stay, how to make the decision to leave and how to travel (remember, leave well before the fire 
front arrives). 80% of deaths in Ash Wednesday were caused from radiant heat when residents 
tried to leave or return to their homes. 

Landscaping / Fuel 
• Trees− Prune trees and remove debris, plan to reduce laddering effect of fuel 
• Rubbish− Remove rubbish; relocate compost and garden refuse away from fences etc. 
• Sheds− Relocate sheds away from main buildings, reduce ability for ember attack on sheds 
• Grass−Mow grass and maintain a strip of green fuel near house if possible 
• Fences− Design for safety, be careful of attachment points to houses, metal fences are preferred 

in bushfire areas 

House 
• Roof / Roof space −Place metal screens on roof vents, check for litter build up on roof line, check 

for missing tiles or lifted roof sheets 
• Windows − Check painting, trees, shrubs against windows, broken or cracked glass 
• Under floor − Place metal screens on vents, check access doors and panels 
• Gutters − Remove plastic gutter guards, clean gutters and check stoppers and leaks 

Fire fighting equipment 
• Have container of protective clothing for all members of the household 
• Have fire fighting equipment (hoses, rakes, shovels, metal buckets) available for use 
• Gutter stops so gutters can be filled 
• Ladders to access roof, gutters and manhole inside house 
• Torch, radios and batteries in case of electricity supply failure 
• ABC Local Radio 666 will be the information station 

Personal items 
• Documents − Compile a list of documents, deeds and certificates you wish to take with you i.e. 

insurance policies, passports, deeds, computer disks, marriage and birth certificates and place 
copies in another location 

• Possessions − Discuss as a family which portable possessions you will take from your house i.e. 
photos, toys heirlooms etc. 

• Medication − Any prescription medicine you will require if you relocate 
• Insurance − Contact insurance company to reassess insurance needs and to make sure you are not 

under insured. 
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Fire 
 

• Helpers −List of able-bodied friends and family who could assist you to protect your home 
• Pets − Do you wish to relocate pets and do you have portable cages to move them? 
• Children − Are children prepared and educated to stay or will you relocate them before the fire? 
• Portable fuel − Mower fuel/ gas cylinders etc should be stored in proper containers and stored 

away from the main house 
• Gas − Turn off the gas, fuel should be removed from the gas connection and it should be turned 

off as the fire approaches. (gas should only be turned back on by a qualified people) 
• Garden furniture − Place garden furniture in a position where it cannot blow against the house 

and cause damage or provide fuel for the fire 
• Doormats − Remove and store in a safe place where they cannot provide fuel for the fire 
• Windows − Close all windows in the house, while opening or removing curtains and check any 

other areas that may allow embers or smoke to enter the house  

 

 

Fire fighting 
 

• Hoses −Connect hoses and place then around the house, make sure they can reach all areas of the 
property  

• Danger areas − Begin hosing down danger areas (DO NOT STAND ON THE ROOF) i.e. garden 
mulch, timber decks, wooden door and window frames 

• Buckets, sinks, wheelie bins and bathtubs − Fill all available water storage items in the house in 
case water supply fails, place buckets in rooms to extinguish embers that may enter the house 

• Fill gutters − Place gutter stoppers in position and fill gutters 

 

Post fire 
• Inform family members − Check everyone is safe and inform family members who are not at 

home of the situation 
• Insurance − Contact Insurance company if any damage has occurred 
• Check neighbours − Assist neighbours if your property is safe to leave 
• WARNING − Check for fire and embers for at least 6 hours after the fire has passed to prevent 

reignition 
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11 Appendix E: Canberra Wind Speeds and Directions 

Bureau of Meteorology wind data for Canberra Airport 

 

These graphs show the frequency and direction from which the wind blows during 
the course of an average day for January. The frequencies are the % of the time 

including calm weather so, for example, around midnight to 3am the data circles 
are small because it is mostly calm. The inner red lines represent wind speeds 

above 10 km per hour while the outer blue lines represent all winds. The numbers 
are pooled into 3 hour periods and 8 points of the compass. 

 Summary 

The wind patterns are largely similar from November to April with northwest to 

west winds during the day and easterly winds during the evening. The air is mostly 
still overnight with the winds beginning to come from the northwest around 9am. 
These northwest winds reach a maximum from noon to 3pm but can still be strong 

at 6pm. In the evening (6pm onwards) the wind can change to the east. The early 
evening easterly is mostly directly from the east but occasionally from the 

northeast. Only around 9pm do winds occasionally come from the southeast but 
even then >70% of the time wind comes from the east or northeast. The least 
likely directions that the wind comes from at any time are the southwest (least 

likely due to the influence of the Brindabella Range) south and then southeast.  

 

January 
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12 Appendix F: Wybalena Grove and Surrounding 

Suburbs 
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Appendix G: Wybalena Grove and the lessons from January 
18th 2003 

 Wybalena Grove with abundant trees and located on the outer edge of Cook 
is more likely than the inner parts of the suburb to be damaged by bushfires. 

However compared to the outer edges of other suburbs it has advantages that 
minimize the fire danger. It is helpful, with the memory of Jan 18 2003, to contrast 

the situation of Wybalena Grove with the situation in Weston Creek then. We were 
in a major drought and the bush and grassland was very dry. By Jan 17 there was a 
40-50 km long fire front burning in the Brindabellas. The fire struck the western 

side of Canberra from Weston Creek to south Tuggeranong. The overwhelming 
cause of the suburban destruction in Weston Creek was the 5 km of Stromlo pine 

forest directly upwind of the affected suburbs. This forest, burning in the high 
winds, showered the downwind suburbs with huge quantities of burning embers for 

hours. The burning embers were propelled by the winds and heat generated by the 
huge quantity of fuel being consumed in the pine forest. The winds and a tornado 
along the southern flank energized by the heat generated by the main fire also 

caused damage to homes that allowed embers to enter buildings.  It is useful to 
contrast the damage to Weston Creek adjoining the fuel-rich and ember-generating 

pine forest with the situation in nearby suburbs such as Curtin or southern 
Tuggeranong which were downwind of burning grassland. The fire burnt to the edge 
of Curtin but only burnt a few houses on the edge of the suburb. The difference is 

most likely because grass fires produce few embers and the fuel in grassland is 
rapidly consumed as the fire passes so the period of ember attack is short in 

contrast to the Stromlo Pine Forest that burnt for hours. Wybalena Grove is much 
more fortunately situated than these suburbs. The west/north-west winds most 
likely in days of extreme fire danger come over suburban Belconnen, not bush or 

grassland. Wybalena Grove is exposed to fire approach from southwest to 
southeast. Bureau of Meteorology data from Canberra Airport  (see details below) 

over the summer months shows that winds rarely originate from these directions. 
[Winds from the south-west that would bring a fire towards Wybalena Grove from 
Mt Painter are virtually non-existent because of the influence of the Brindabella 

Ranges.] The wind patterns are largely similar from November to April with 

northwest to west winds during the day and easterly winds during the evening. The 

air is mostly still overnight with the winds beginning to come from the NW around 
9am. These NW winds reach a maximum from noon to 3pm but can still be strong 
at 6pm. In the evening (6pm onwards) the wind can change to the east. The early 

evening easterly is mostly directly from the east but occasionally from the 
northeast. Only around 9pm do winds occasionally come from the southeast but 

even then >70% of the time wind comes from the east or northeast. The southwest 
to south approaches to Wybalena Grove are largely grassland which produces few 
embers. A fire approaching from Aranda bushland driven by a southeasterly wind 

will produce more burning embers but we are protected, to some extent, by Bindubi 
street acting as a wide accessible firebreak as well as the cleared area and fire trail 

under the Power Transmission line running NW-SE through Aranda Bushland. 
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 The main major bushfire scenario involving a fire approaching Wybalena 
Grove from the southeast involves a late afternoon wind shift to an easterly sea 

breeze/wind. In this scenario a fire burning on Black Mountain (probably started by 
a fire-wise arsonist) is driven south and east by the winds prevailing during days of 
extreme fire danger. Late in the afternoon an easterly turns the kilometre  long fire 

flank into a kilometre long fire front that crosses the newly widened Caswell 
Drive/Gungahlin Drive Extension and burns through Aranda bushland. In this 

situation it is likely that most ACT Fire Brigade resources would be deployed to 
defend Aranda which is first in line and much more prone to ember attack than 
Wybalena Grove since the bushland adjoins backyard fences. The most dangerous 

situation in this scenario is if the wind shifts to the south east rather than straight 
easterly. Such a fire front would approach the southwest corner of Wybalena Grove, 

from across Bindubi street. Crossing Bindubi street would slow down the fire 
because it must start again from embers blown across Bindubi street. The fire 
radiation that usually prewarms fuel ahead of the fire will be less effective across a 

wide two lane road. 

Embers and Wybalena Grove 

After the Jan 18 fire burnt leaves could be found on the ground in Wybalena Grove. 
These leaves were lofted from the fires in the northern Brindabella Range some 20 

km away and would have stopped burning soon after they were lifted into the 
buffeting wind. The burnt leaves found in Wybalena Grove should not be regarded 

as an indication of how far ‘burning’ embers can travel. In fact Wybalena Grove is 
very well situated to avoid ember attack. 

 There are published models (Gould et al. 2007) predicting how far burning 

embers are propelled ahead of a fire front, the so-called Maximum Spotting 

Distances. This distance depends largely on the rate of fuel consumption which in 
turn depends on undergrowth fuel density, moisture content and wind speeds. The 

undergrowth fuel content of the area around Mount Painter is very low and the 
predictions indicate that even with very dry conditions and 40-50 km/hr winds the 

maximum spotting distance is about 200 metres. For comparison the water tanks 
on Mt Painter are 700 metres away and the horse paddock car park is 250 metres 
away. The fuel load in the adjacent Aranda bushland is also kept low so fires will 

have to be close to Bindubi street before they can spot into Wybalena Grove 

In summary fires approaching Wybalena Grove from the west and south will 
be largely grass fires and if they come from any distance will have to cross major 

roads such as William Hovell Drive and Coulter Drive which would act as major and 
very accessible firebreaks. Fires started by arsonists inside this ring of firebreaks 
are more likely to be point sources and therefore initially spread less rapidly. [ A 

fire does not move as quickly as the wind speed allows until the front is about 50 
metres wide so point fire sources take a while to build up to their maximum speed].  

The Black Mountain/ Aranda bushland approach is perhaps more serious but does 
require a succession of events that start with an act of arson and would give us 
hours to prepare. 

 

Reference: Field Guide: fuel assessment and fire behaviour prediction in dry eucalypt forest. J. S. Gould 
et al. CSIRO, 2007 


